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1231 WILSHIRE 

SIZE:  Approximately 1,900 square feet 
            Former Krispy Kreme . Built out for non vented
   food use. Has some equipment and plumbing.
            Ideal for coffee, ice cream, salad, soups etc.

1229 WILSHIRE 

SIZE:  Approximately 1,200 square feet 
            Storefront retail and mezzanine office.

Suites can be combined for a total of approximately 
3,100 square feet.

Property Characteristics

8 9

Investment Highlights

Optionality

Extremely strong, well positioned retail location 
 ‐ Wilshire Blvd is one of the most prominent 
thoroughfares in Southern California. The proximity to 
the beach, dense demographics and adjacent wealthy 
households make this a compelling investment

8 units provide stable, diversified income with low 
management 

 ‐ Just enough units to accommodate a wide range 
of rental revenue, but not too many to cause 
management headaches

Nearly 3 parking spaces per 1000 square feet 
 ‐ Extremely valuable in Santa Monica. This will drive 
rental rates and be a competitive advantage for years 
to come 

Corner location with frontage on Wilshire Blvd 
 ‐ The site layout provides frontage and visibility on 
Wilshire Blvd combined with easy ingress and egress 
in the back 

Outstanding demographics 
 ‐ The extremely high median income and dense 
population provide a captive, strong customer base.  

Severely constrained retail market 
 ‐ Prime locations with good parking and visibility are 
extremely rare and very difficult to replicate

Inflation resistant 
 ‐ With the diverse tenant base, the rental revenue 
and predictable turnover rate should keep pace with 
future economic fluctuations

Collect income now.  Develop later.
 ‐ The property stands on its own from a cash flow 
and investment standpoint, however, the large land 
parcel provides the potential for future development.  
Given the stable nature of the tenancy, a new 

owner can pursue entitlements at their own timing 
and discretion. Without the pressure of needing 
fast approvals, there will be opportunities for less 
compromise.
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RENT:  $5.25 per square foot per month, NNN. 
              NNN estimated to be $1.00 per square foot                      
              per month

TERM:  5 years 

PARKING:  Abundant on-site surface parking for customers

AVAILABLE:  Immediately 

• Signalized corner
• Across from Vons Market and Ulta
• Co-tenants include: US Post Office, See’s Candies, 
  Subway and UPS Store.
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Floor Plan 
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2022 yearly consumer spending

Estimated PopulationApparel, Food/Entertainment &
Services

25,17464.63%

41,807

$135,958

$284,295 $1,917,082

              1-MILE RADIUS     3-MILE RADIUS                   5-MILE RADIUS
POPULATION
2027 Projected Population        41,206   193,447   431,945
2022 Estimated Population        41,807   195,294   434,773
2010 Census Population         41,589   189,237   414,803
Growth 2022-2027          -1.44%   -0.95%   -0.65%
Growth 2022                    0.52%   3.20%    4.81%
2022 ESTIMATED HOUSEHOLD INCOME $50,000 +
$50,000-$74,999          9.66%   10.69%   11.67%
$75,000-$99,000          10.36%   10.68%   10.98%
$100,000 +           53.76%   53.55%   51.46%
TOTAL           73.78%   74.92%   74.11%
2022 Estimated Average HH Income      $135,958   $139,504   $135,098
2022 Estimated Households       22,355   96,584   202,398
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Area Map

is a world-class shopping, 
dining and entertainment 
destination just a stone’s 
throw from the Pacific Ocean. 
Over 6.5 million visitors a year 
come from around the globe 
to visit Santa Monica, named 
one of National Geographic’s 
top ten beach cities in the 
world. Placing your business 
at the center of this dynamic 
community gives you access to 
nearly half a million residents 
within a 5-mile radius and 
nearly seven million visitors 
each year. Santa Monica is 
California luxury and California 
cool in one stunning, vibrant 
location.
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